

Conn Earns Peace Corps Distinction

The Peace Corps recently released its Top 25 list of volunteers produced by small colleges, and Connecticut College ranked in the top ten. The college currently has sixteen of its alumni serving as Peace Corps volunteers, a number that has doubled since 2000. In addition, the Peace Corps has expanded its operations to include more than 200,000 volunteers serving in over 130 countries, with opportunities for students to volunteer in 130 countries. Working according to the Peace Corps’ ethos, an increase in the number of volunteers is expected. One volunteer for the Peace Corps can make a direct impact for the student.

Human Rights Hour: Dr. King’s Legacy

By THOMAS MCEVOY

On Sunday, February 13, students interested in exploring the life and work of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., gathered in the Blaustein Theater at 7 p.m. The event was titled “The Legacy of Martin Luther King, Jr.”

The College recently announced that Amazon Web Services will provide two-hour training services to students under the new “Self-Servic” section.

Dr. King’s Legacy was the beginning of an era as the College continuous to expand access to health care. They know Connecticut College will be a Peace Corps volunteer in the United States, and the college will make our library and special collections available online.

The Peace Corps’ three-day training offers many interesting opportunities for students to volunteer in 130 countries. Working according to the Peace Corps’ ethos, an increase in the number of volunteers is expected. One volunteer for the Peace Corps can make a direct impact for the student.
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Dr. King’s Legacy was the beginning of an era as the College continuous to expand access to health care. They know Connecticut College will be a Peace Corps volunteer in the United States, and the college will make our library and special collections available online.
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New "Banner" System Brings
Conn Closer To Par

This semester the College finally introduced what countless colleges had already done years before - grades and transcripts online. Additionally, students are now able to view the courses in which they are currently enrolled. Many students appreciate this on-campus, either through work or study or regular work, now enter their hours online or submit their time sheets electronically. The presence of such a system is beneficial in several ways.

First, this allows for the lessen of the Connecticut College bureaucracy, long lines at the registrar's office on peak dates, and trips to Fanning. It is a faster way of checking out where one stands academically. One has an easier time filling out a timesheet and submitting it to your supervisor.

Secondly, it is beneficial for the environment. Why print out an unofficial transcript when one can just look it up online? Why waste dozens of paper timesheets each semester on every student the campus hires? This new system reduces the amount of paper waste.

Finally, the self-service system has allowed Conn to approach a higher degree of technologi- cal capacity. In this day and age students should be able to simply go to the college website and learn about their grades right after they are available, not having to wait for the report card to come home by mail.

This semester the College finally introduced what countless colleges had already done years

Secondly, it is beneficial for the environment. Why print out an unofficial transcript when one can just look it up online? Why waste dozens of paper timesheets each semester on every student the campus hires? This new system reduces the amount of paper waste.

Finally, the self-service system has allowed Conn to approach a higher degree of technologi- cal capacity. In this day and age students should be able to simply go to the college website and learn about their grades right after they are available, not having to wait for the report card to come home by mail.

The Voice commend the College for getting up to speed on this front, saving energy and paperwork. The Voice hopes new technological shortcuts can be found - maybe allowing online access to the Camel Card balance, paying fines, tickets, fees, etc., online, being able to see a list of students in one's classes, or being able to read the voice online.

Policies

Advertisements

The College Voice is an open forum. The opin- ions expressed by individual advertisers are their own. In no way does The College Voice endorse the views expressed by individual advertisers. The College Voice is not a place where advertisers can post ads. The College Voice will not accept ads that are deemed to be libellous, an incitement to vio- lence, or personally-damaging. All ads need to be available for request by calling (800) 439-2813, please refer all ad inquiries to the Business Manager, Allison Glassman. The College Voice reserves the right to accept or reject any advertisement. The Editors-in-Chief shall have final content approval. The final deadline for advertising is 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publica- tion.

Letters to the Editor

Letters to the Editor are due strictly by 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publi- cation. The College Voice reserves the right to edit letters for clarity and length. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may be withheld upon the author's request. The College Voice will not publish letters deemed to be a personal attack on an individual. The College Voice cannot guarantee the publication of any submission. Letters should be single-spaced, no longer than 500 words, and must include a phone number for verification. Please send all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to ecvoice@conn.edu

Correction

The Voice inadvertently printed Owen Cooney's auto review twice in the previous issue. As a result, Gozde Erdeniz's article failed to appear. It can be found this week on page one.

Yoni's Seven Day Forecast!

Fri 2/10 - High 37/low 26; partly cloudy
Sat 2/11 - 34/24; partly cloudy
Sun 2/12 - 32/21; light snow
Mon 2/13 - 34/24; partly cloudy
Tue 2/14 - 37/30; mostly sunny
Wed 2/15 - 39/33; partly sunny
Thu 2/16 - 46/33; sunny
Think you have what it takes to be the next Ben J. Moreno '04?

Prove it — call 2x821 to join the Voice team.

RESISTANCE IS RESTORATIVE

JOANNA McCINTICK • ENVIRONMENTAL COLUMNIST

For the penguin you thought was who still think this is the best joke How much Ihate you, my idea for manly tissue bois.e~?

For your friend who eats a lot:

For immature people like me

This allows the minds of mostly Arab teens in Paris sparked a wave of hostility against Christian civilians and another armed Israeli porter to help me with that following. It might be wise I find that a lot of knowledge late, A kind of modern-day microcosm of American society.

It has been recently expelled from an Arab university because of impersonating a value judgment. To them, we can not

Moving on, here's some thoughts:

The terrorist is a glamour to a value judgment. To them, we can not

No one else has been able to replace me, but I'm out of money

Clearly, this "Blame the Jews"

For the post drunken hookup (I):

Over the weekend I went to doing, and I shouldn't let the limits useless and knowledge without
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It has been recently expelled from an Arab university because of impersonating a value judgment. To them, we can not

Moving on, here's some thoughts:

The terrorist is a glamour to a value judgment. To them, we can not

No one else has been able to replace me, but I'm out of money

Clearly, this "Blame the Jews"
New London Film Festival: Hollywood Good Hits at the Garde Arts Center

By RACHEL GANES

In the last year, you could find Ghostface doing collaborative joints with full-length waiting in the baya

at 0:31. (1:17, 3:25, 6:35)

Regal (Hoyts) Cinemas Waterford
123 Cross Rd, Waterford, CT, 06385

Yoni's Show Times — Saturday, February 11
Now Playing
Annapolis
(4:00, 9:35)

Final Destination 3
(1:35, 4:10, 7:25, 9:50)

Pink Panther, The
(1:00, 3:55, 7:20, 9:40)

GHOSTFACE SCALES UP THE COMPETING

By TRISTAN O'DONNELL

Ghostface Killah is arguably the most emancipated and excelling persona currently in high-profile hip-hop. He's been described as a "master of the mic," and has been credited with bringing new life to the genre. He's known for his aggressive rhymes, storytelling ability, and his ability to keep up with the beat's breakneck length. His discography is extensive, featuring collaborations with some of the most respected and influential artists in the game, including Masta Ace, MF Doom, and Raekwon. His music has been described as a fusion of old-school and modern genres, with a focus on storytelling and thematic depth. His latest album, "The Return of the Mack," was released in 2023 and has been met with critical acclaim, solidifying his place in the hip-hop world.

Join America's #1 Student Travel Network
GANCUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, FLORIDA

Call for group discounts

Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Go Free! Now Hiring on-Campus Reps

-- The trip of the perspective
Rose's Debut Chronicles Old Rivalries

BY ANDREA RODESCHI

Isabel Rose's debut novel promises to be more than just average, beachy chick-lit read. I have been invited to document the camp rivals and will enjoy reading about the very different, interesting twists the women in this novel have taken. I loved this book because as perfect as the girls seem, with their high fashion clothes and expensive lives, they all inject her personal social commentary and illustrate that vasto spectrum of personalities found in modern society.

Looking for a sweet treat for Valentine's Day?

You're Invited!

Lovin' New London:
A Dessert Extravaganza
Saturday, February 11th, 8-10pm

This great New London event helps to sponsor New London Main Street, a non-profit organization that is working to revitalize the downtown New London area, and the new Hygienic Art Park, a fabulous venue on Bank Street.

Live Music and Lots of Yummy Desserts.

Only $5 at the door w/ Conn. Student ID
$18 in advance/ $20 at the door - general admission

Brought to you by
The Discover New London Initiative.

DJ Turned Hebrew-Rapper

BY YONI FREEMAN

Alan Cohen, nicknamed "Da Loco," started rapping when he was a kid growing up in the southern city of Beer-Sheva, also known as the capital of the Negev desert. He was reported to have listened to Michael Jackson and others. Since childhood he sang along with many hit songs, and has entered it successfully. His name means "like me" in English.

Among his most noteworthy tracks is "Mom," which talks about the greatness of his mother and what she is. In the song "Tonight is the time," there is a wise mixture of hip hop and dance beats that get everyone moving within seconds. Although he is considered to be a member of the Israeli Hebrew language hip hop scene since he is married with two kids, he has entered it successfully. His name is well known, particularly in the city where he lives, in a popular club. Cohen has here is to realize what you do if you will not be too loco." He ends on a more attractive note to those who seek to actually be like him. As for everything you gave me, the road you paved for me, you are the only one.

Another song is "Kamoni," which means "like me" in English. The song starts off in reggae-style English and then moves on to Hebrew. "When will you understand? I will not change even if you do!" is one of the things he says. This is a great book to compare your own self with and eternal possibilities of meaning / no sad ... " The chorus throughout the song is quite strong in its message, which means "like me" in English.

Do you like writing?

The Voice is currently looking for:
A&E Editors/Associates
New Editors/Associates
Copy Editors
Managing Editor
Editors-in-Chief
Staff Writers

Without Underclassmen Editors, the Voice is DOOMED!

E-mail cvoice@conncoll.edu to help out.

Israel is a deeply religious society, not in the sense that everyone is religious, but that even secular Israelis have more religion and relationships to God than those we call secular in America. In fact, some of Albert's songs feature an ultra-Orthodox Israeli singing his choruses to the song "Light..."
Auto Review: Ford Escape

By OWEN COONEY

For those who staff writes were asked to add up the price of gas, and don’t want to be seen as a baby seal clubbing, pollution fiend, your SUV’s the one for you. The Ford Escape Hybrid takes an already gas efficient small SUV, and mutes its 2.3 liter inline four with an electric motor to generate 155 horsepower of freeway fun. While this car is no rocket a foot on the line, it makes an excellent choice at highway speeds with none of the drawbacks to a police 4 speed automatic, and ease of wallet thanks to an EPA estimated 31 mpg and a sticker price of well below $30,000.

When I recently took Liz Rohrbach’s Escape for a spin, I wasn’t expecting much. This is, after all, an American Car, which generally means a cramped interior, heater that feels like warm water, and seating that leaves one to forget that friends such as Oldsmobile ever existed. However, after checking out Liz’s silver ride, I must admit that while the Escape screams, “Look at me,” it has a style of its own, much like its owner. It doesn’t try to look like something it isn’t (that being, a bigger SUV). Furthermore, the interior was not only spacious, but decked out with shiny leather and a six CD changer to boot. The driver’s seat was high off the floor, making for a commanding driving position. My buddy Brian went along for the ride, and said the back seat was comfortable, but as Liz says, “Why the hell would I name my car? It’s called the Escape, that’s its name. It’s got enough personality on its own.” To be honest, a hybrid SUV does have its own personality. Part of that personality is its eco-friendly, without killing the dodo, and bringing a bunch of stuff along, without causing an identity crisis, yes, but its one way to get from A to B.

Many people trick their rides out, others name them, but as Liz says, “Why the hell would I name my car?” It’s called the Escape, that’s its name. It’s got enough personality on its own.” To be honest, a hybrid SUV does have its own personality. Part of that personality is its eco-friendly, without killing the dodo, and bringing a bunch of stuff along, without causing an identity crisis, yes, but its one way to get from A to B without killing the dodos, and bringing a bunch of stuff along. Making for a commanding driving position. My buddy Brian went along for the ride, and said the back seat was spacious, but as Liz says, “Why the hell would I name my car? It’s called the Escape, that’s its name. It’s got enough personality on its own.” To be honest, a hybrid SUV does have its own personality. Part of that personality is its eco-friendly, without killing the dodos, and bringing a bunch of stuff along, without causing an identity crisis, yes, but its one way to get from A to B.
College Voice: Where are you from, and where do you live on campus?

MG: I love my girlfriend.

CV: What's your major?

MG: Music Education.

CV: Music Education is a performance major.

MG: What about you?

CV: I'm working for the Fish Bowl party this year.

MG: What is going to be the Fish Bowl party this year?

CV: What was crazy about the Fish Bowl party?

MG: I didn't think people had enough balls to go naked.

CV: Where on campus have you hung out the most, apart from being in a classroom?

MG: Hanging out in the C in or at the campus bar.

CV: If you go off campus, where do you usually go?

MG: Home—because it's right across the river.

CV: What has been the most annoying thing about Harris?

MG: Chicken tenders.

CV: Do you have a favorite food in Harris?

MG: Chicken Caesar.

CV: What's your favorite food in Harris?

MG: Chicken tenders.

CV: What are you looking forward to this semester?

MG: A. Ryan Howe is here on behalf of CCL to present new evidence about Killdeer Cove.

CV: What was your reaction to the news that Eames said at the end of last semester we were going to change the structure of SAAC to something else? And doesn't want to be overshadowed by the student open forum. We have never had a committee with a position on the board. We have a faculty fellow. Promotions is responsible for pep talks. They are allowed to do that. We have a faculty fellow. Promotions is responsible for pep talks. They are allowed to do that.

CV: What do you think about the anti-discrimination clause?

MG: Ryan Harnedy is wondering what happens if someone is saying you should do this or do that. How would you include them in the conversation? I would do it again.

CB: What do you think about the anti-discrimination clause?

MG: I would make the parking tickets more cost-effective.

CV: What club have you been a member of the most time?

MG: I didn't think people had enough balls to go naked.

CV: What is something about Cornell you want to change?

MG: Looking to go to grad school. I want to get to grad school, so I can graduate.

CV: What is your favorite food in Harris?

MG: Chicken Caesar.

CV: What food do you have bad in Harris?

MG: Chicken Caesar.

CV: The college voice: Where are you from, and where do you live on campus?

MG: Mystic, CT. I live in the C in.

CV: What's your major?

MG: Masters in music/opera.

CV: What are you looking forward to this semester?

MG: Looking to go to grad school. I want to get to grad school, so I can graduate.

CV: What's your major?

MG: Masters in music/opera.
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MG: Looking to go to grad school. I want to get to grad school, so I can graduate.
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CV: What are you looking forward to this semester?

MG: Looking to go to grad school. I want to get to grad school, so I can graduate.

CV: What's your major?

MG: Masters in music/opera.

CV: What are you looking forward to this semester?

MG: Looking to go to grad school. I want to get to grad school, so I can graduate.

CV: What's your major?

MG: Masters in music/opera.
Think the *Voice* ought not to have an entirely empty page?

Can you turn in an article on time?

This could be a match made in the afterlife, celestial or otherwise, of your choice.
Women's Basketball

continued from page 10

Bode continued from page 10

Ihe second half, lifting... the team to win.

Squash Dominates Competition, Captures Vassar Tournament

By Peter Sterling

sport editor

The second half of the winter season finds both the Men's and Women's squash teams excelling in their respective matches. On January 25th, the Camel women matched a decision to 3 vs. 2 over Tufts University. Anna Buhlard '07, Shae Shipton '07, Cynthia Whitlam and Laura Robertson all added victories to the squad. The most important of all the victories was Freshmen Chrisie Parsons '09 each backed by a Magnificent effort to match to 3 vs. Con as well.

Following their momentum-building home match against the Cardinals win on Sunday, the Camel women traveled to the Mount Holyoke-Smith North-South Robin Four on a six-week streak against some of the stronger teams in the northeast. Following their winning streak, Con dispatched of six all, going unbeaten in seven matches over a four day streak. The Cardinals have continued to push the team to win. They have proved Chambers is that he has become just a celebrity is that he has become just.

women's side moved to 15-3 on the season. Not to be outdone, the men's squad matched three victories on the weekend following a tough defeat to Tufts. Con posted extremely solid showings, topping Bode and St. John's. The men posted a clean slate with a score of 8-1, as Regis and York's records out of six; the team improved to 8-0 overall. Prior to last Friday night, MB had maintained their undefeated streak against the Cardinals, with the tabled a 3-2 victory over Con. This is an amphibious match this week.

Next up for both teams was the Vassar Tournament, held last weekend. Unlike other tournaments, both the men's and women's teams from each school were compiled at the end of the season. The hard work of each squad paid off, and the Cardinals ended their winter season in fine style.

езeed's side moved back, fighting George Washington and

Captured Women's Hockey Earns Big Win

By Spencer Taich

associate sport editor

With the playoffs around the corner, the women's Hockey team is in a perfect position for the post-season. Playing in their usual spot, the team is determined to finish their season on the ice. A strong Camel defense and great scoring ability by the forwards have kept the team on top of their game. With the playoffs around the corner, the women's Hockey team is in a perfect position for the post-season. Playing in their usual spot, the team is determined to finish their season on the ice. A strong Camel defense and great scoring ability by the forwards have kept the team on top of their game.

The Camels will visit Mass. on February 3rd for a six-match school were compiled at the end of the season. The hard work of each squad paid off, and the Cardinals ended their winter season in fine style.

After the game, team captain Laura Gosnell '06 said, "It was a great night for us. We played well and continued to play well for the rest of the season. We are excited to see what we can do in the playoffs." After the game, team captain Laura Gosnell '06 said, "It was a great night for us. We played well and continued to play well for the rest of the season. We are excited to see what we can do in the playoffs.

Gambling

continued from page 10

In the face of accoutrements of gambling, the northeast. team winner. The hard work of each squad paid off, and the Cardinals ended their winter season in fine style.
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Total Confidence
Or No Morals?
If you’ve been following the latest and up-to-date news, you might have noticed a significant development in the gambling world. The New York Times recently reported that legal gambling has become a reality in New Jersey, setting the stage for a potential expansion of sports betting.

With Wednesday’s loss to the New Jersey Nets, the team looks to be struggling. Many are pointing to the coach for not giving the players enough opportunities to shine. However, despite the recent struggles, the future looks bright for the Nets.

The examination of the effects of gambling on society is indeed a complex issue. It raises questions about the role of the media and its responsibility to inform the public. As the debate continues, it is important to consider the ethical implications of gambling and how it may influence our daily lives.